
I too am interested in evil, and I want my Dionysian life, drunkenness 
and passion and chaos; and yet here I am, sitting at a kitchen table 
and working…

Anaïs Nin, 1932 1

Sorrow is abstract, as Camus says; it is an obsessive void that one 
lives in a state of nerves, a void that would like to be a fullness…

Jean-Paul Sartre, 1952 2

What does it mean to live in a world without secrets? Where the 
mystery of another – let’s call her a subject, or better yet, a lover 
– can be worked out as painlessly and precisely as any other equati-
on: this time, solve for xoxo.

No second-guessing, fewer regrets, remainder equals zero. (To 
become attached is to suffer the possibility of loss.) Isn’t faith in 
complete transparency – personal coherency – a dangerous kind of 
self-delusion? Still, we envy public figures their private lives.

The burden of true flesh weighs heavily even on 10 Gbps, and 
must be granted release from circuitous confinement where  
and when time allows; a ‘call of duty’ enacted through dm, coy sext 
or targeted hack, live broadcast of that once wholly selfish activity: 
female masturbation. Like melancholy, pleasure has no single picture 
adequate to its gut-wrenching grip.

Taken over a period of three months in Manhattan last spring, 
Rosa Rendl’s photographs here constitute an attempt to peer inside 
– an existential condition, a rented apartment, an ego – to expose 
intentionality through a newly kindled intimacy. Alongside littered 
tablescapes and other banal or bloodless scenes, the spectrally 
erect New York skyline steadily encroaches into the psychic space 
of the image, the solo artist, and her room. In early morning light and 
afternoon shadow, the gridded city interface seems to demand a 
more rational externalization from Rendl’s loosely rendered subject; 
a plausible modus operandi and maybe, eventually, the evacuation of 
her soul.
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